NOR 2 is replaced with:

2 RULES

2.1 The Race shall be governed by:

a. The rules as defined by The Racing Rules of Sailing including US Sailing Prescriptions (RRS). RRS 63.2 is changed to permit additional corrected time penalties assessed by the Race Committee without a hearing. These “Automatic Time Penalties” shall be specified in the Sailing Instructions and shall be a maximum of 5 minutes per violation.

b. The rules of the Offshore Racing Congress (ORC) for monohulls.

c. The rules of Great Lakes Multihull Racing Association (GLMRA) for multihulls.

d. Class Rules – Boats racing in an approved One-Design Section shall be subject to their Class Rules and all modifications accepted by the CYCMC as posted on the Race website. If there is a difference between a Class Rule, a handicap rule of the Division, this Notice and Conditions of Race (NOR), or the Sailing Instructions (SI), the more restrictive rule shall apply. If there is a question as to what is more restrictive, the Chief Measurer's decision shall be final.

e. CYCRTM-Specific Rules and Regulations. These rules and regulations shall be in effect beginning at each boat’s warning signal until the boat retires from racing, is inspected post-race or is notified it will not be inspected post-race.

   i. The 2021 Chicago Yacht Club Race to Mackinac Chicago Mackinac Safety Regulations (CMSR) – Monohull.

   ii. The 2021 Chicago Yacht Club Race to Mackinac Chicago Mackinac Safety Regulations (CMSR) – Multihull.

   iii. PFD Rule – CMSR Compliant PFDs shall be worn by all crew members while on deck from sunset to sunrise. PFDs shall also be worn while on deck during daylight hours unless the Person-In-Charge instructs that they may be removed. Double-Handed Division competitors shall at all times while racing wear CMSR compliant PFDs, safety harnesses, and tethers, and carry on their person a dedicated Personal AIS/DSC crew overboard beacon.

NOR 5.1.a is added:

5.1.a CYCMC grants a limited exception and hereby extends the time period for ORC rated boats to comply with NOR 5.6 (Rating Certificates) to 2359 hours CDT June 25, 2021, provided the following criteria has been met:

   ● Boats shall have applied for ORC rating certificate with US Sailing Offshore Office prior to 1500 CDT June 1, 2021.

   ● Boats shall have provided all sail measurement data and all other currently obtainable measurement data to US Sailing Offshore Office prior to 1500 CDT June 1, 2021.

NOR 4.3.b is replaced with:
4.3.b  Division Eligibility and Formation Deadline – CYCMC shall establish Divisions by June 1, 2021. A minimum of four (4) paid entries is required from boats intending to race in the Division by June 1, 2021. In the event a boat enters a Division that is not established, CYCMC may offer entry into a different Division or may refund a boat’s entry.